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Here is Carlos Villa’s own pantoum “Zim’s Lament Crabbox Pantoum,” which uses six-line 
stanzas. How does Villa convey a di!ferent message in each stanza, just by placing the 
same lines in a di!ferent order? How does Villa’s pantoum compare/contrast with Chan’s 
in terms of format and theme?  

Note on the pantoum’s title: The authors of Carlos Villa: Worlds 
in Collision explain that Villa “may have been seated in a Zim’s, a 
now defunct chain of San Francisco restaurants, as he worked 
out the pantoum’s cyclically repeated lines in successive stanzas. 
The ‘crab box’ is a metaphor for a minoritized mindset in which 
individuals pull members of their own communities down, holding 
one another back as they struggle for advancement.”"   

Zim’s Lament Crabbox Pantoum                           

No clean breaks
Itching to split
Eagles don’t
Fly with sparrows
Never let me be
Afraid of the dark

Itching to split
Eagles don’t 
Fly with sparrows
Never let me be
Afraid of the dark
No clean breaks

Eagles don’t 
Fly with sparrows
Never let me be
Itching to split
No clean breaks
Afraid of the dark

Fly with sparrows
Itching to split
Afraid of the dark
Eagles don’t fly
Never let me be
No clean breaks
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Brainstorm for Your Own Pantoum
Jot down the people, moments, quotes, and feelings that come to mind when you think about your 
identity, your family history, or your community. What do you want to reveal about yourself through 
your poem? Feel free to use words, doodles, or emojis to express your thoughts.

People Moments

Quotes Feelings



Now, write your pantoum by using the following template; the di!ferent colors show where certain 
lines should repeat. Read your dra!t out loud so you can hear the rhythm and repetition of your lines.  
Keep revising until your lines and stanzas sound right to you; feel free to use extra templates if 
necessary.

Feel free to write more stanzas to make your pantoum longer. Just remember that the second and 
fourth lines of one stanza become the first and third lines of the next stanza. In the final stanza, bring 
back Line 3 and Line 1 of the first stanza, so that in the end, each line of the poem gets repeated.

A!ter finishing your final dra!t, consider: 
What title might you give your pantoum? With whom might you share this poem?

Option: Collaborate with your friends or family. Decide on a theme and have each person contribute a 
line that gets inserted into the pantoum template.
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